ICIStest – Environment of Test Submissions /Authorizations
The General Secretariat of Information Systems, in collaboration with
the General Directorate of Customs and Excise Duty within the framework of
the project “Implementation of Customs Electronic Services ICISnet”, provides
the traders (and any citizen involved in customs transactions) an environment
for test submissions of the customs documents.
The aim of that testing environment is to offer the users, an
environment through which they could try the information/messages exchange
with the customs information system.
A trader can try the submission of the required information/messages
and read the incoming information/messages through:

a web form

upload/download xml

a web service call
The structure and the regulations/conditions of the exchanged
information is clearly defined and disclosed to anyone who may be
concerned.
The submitted messages are validated through a fully automated
validation process and the user is aware of the result with a message.
Also at this environment the whole applications, that are carried out in
a customs office, are uploaded so that the users, working at a central help
desk for supporting test submissions, could simulate the customs operation;
the customs procedure could be tested until the goods may be released.
Through those applications the user at the central office could:

retrieve the submitted information

decide about the next steps of the procedure he should follow so
that the trader complete his tests
If the traders would like to use the test environment, they should fill in a
respective form that might be sent attached with an e-mail message:
icisnet@gsis.gr
Subsequently the G.S.I.S. team responsible for the registration will
send an e-mail containing the test usernames and passwords that would allow
the access to the applications.
It is worth noting that the form supports the overall operation of the test
submissions environment and it should be completed according to the total
requirements for the traders tests.
In case you might have received a password for the test environment,
there is no need to submit a new form. The same credentials apply for all
domains.

